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1 lN~R@IXJCTl!-JN - 

fiuch recent research mcrk on the aerodynamic design of slender wings for 
supssonic transport auxraf't has been devote, 3 to the reduotlon of wave drag 
to as low a level. a3 possible whilst retolnl,ng adequate volume and without 
sacrd5cin; other acrodynmic characteristics. This has been 30 3ucccc3ful 
that the sltuntion nom exxats where the skin-friction drag may be more than 
haJ.f the total dra, at zero lift so that t!:e accurate determination of slcln- 
frlctxon b-s6 i3 of great importance. liitherto no measurements have been 
made in free fli,+t of the skin-frrlctlon drag on slender wings although such 
mcasuremcnts would be of considerable value in extending the data obtained 
from win&tunnel test3 to the h&w Reynolds number obtained in free flight. 

A further need for skin-friction measurements arises from the desire to 
obtain ex~er.u~enta.1 verification of the various theoretical methods used to 
achieve minimum wwc drag. 'L!le usual eXpcrlr?ental method for deriving the 
w.ve drag 111 free fli&t hss been to meazure the total drab of the model and 
subtract the estimated values o?' the non-wave-drag components from the totsI 
arc&. The skin-friction com>oneilt is always difficult to estimate with 
precision since it depends on such parameters as the local heat-transfer 
conditions, pressure Lrar'rents and Isminar-to-turbulent trans*tion polnt.3 
which may be ill-dcfinod. Ikn.+hermore the correction of total drag measure- 
mcnts to full-scaIe Reynolds numbers is invariably necessary, which in turn 
introduces further uncertainties. 

In a recent experwent' on the Crag of a slender dng, the accuracy to 
whoch the wave &a& could be evaluated wds greatly dependent on the accuracy 
of the skin-friction eotimatc. Such experience has clearly demonstrated the 
need for a means of measuring skin friction in order to remove the uncertainty 
which oxlsts at the present time. 

An expcnment ,,a~, desi~,ncd to develop s satisfaciory mtthod for nensurin,- 
local skin CYlction in i'ree Cli&t and tk7-o models each carSjing ten mensurlnk 
statIon have been flovi:~. 'in19 Note zummiiro.sez the reasons for choice of 
method and ~1.~0~ details of thn dnslg,n and development of the instrumentation, 
the reduction of data and a discussion of the results obtained. The results 
shove that ihe surl'acc-pit01 tube 13 a sstlsfnctory device for messurinff the 
local slcln frict3on on free-f'hght models. 

2 CUOICT: OF mE~lIoD - 

A numbor of methods arc available for skin-friction messurenents in wind 
tunnels bl,t not all of them lend themselves to fret-flight work. i?Ol- C3XCXlFlC, 
direct force measure.~ents on a moving surface element and pitot traverses to 
obtain the velocity ;rof?le of the boundary layer are most difficult to use 
in flight, the first because of the need to balance out inertia forces which 
are very large compared with the fric,.ioiial force3 and the second because of 
the mechanical complexity involved. Two methods that can be used are the 
meas~u.ement of skin friction from the heat-transfer conditions using Reynolds 
amloGy, and pressure measwements in tile boundary layer by means of surface- 
pitot or l'reston tubes. 
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At first sight the heat-transfer method seems preferable since the 
measurmg technique is fully developed and the instwllentatlon does not 
xnterfere with the flog m any way, but the assw@xn that Reynolds analogy 
holds msy not be Justdied for all kinds cf flora; cbviously a method which 
allows an independent check 1s desirable. Hence it was deeded to use one 
of the boundary-leyer pressure measuring techniques and surface-pltct tubes 
were preferred to Preston tubes because of their robustness and ease of 
manufacture. 

The surface-pltot tube, sometimes called a Stanton tube or half-pItot 
tube, was first used for mvestlgating condltlons m a boundary layer by 
Stanton3 111 1920, but Its use as a skm-frlctlon measuring lievIce was not 
fully appreciated untd work by G.I. Taylo& and Ludveg and T1llmann5 
established that there exists a region x.n a boundary layer near to the wall 
where the shearing stress, 7, 

2 
's directly related to the pressure measured by 

a surface-pltct tube. Frestcn suaested a simple non-dlmenslcnal relation- 
ship of the form: 

where h is the heqht cf the surface pltct tube, 

Ap 1s the pressure difference between surface pltot pressure and local 
static pressure, 

& is the density of the fluid at the mall, 

% is the viscosity cf the f1w.d at t!lc wall, 

and I? rcprescnts a function which has to be determxled by callbratmg a 
swfacc-pltot tube 111 a flow where skin-frlcticn can be detenxnned 
by ot!ler means. 

Such a calibratlcn has recently been done in a supersonx wnd tunnel at 
R.A.E. Bcdfod using pltot traverses to measure the momentum thxlmess from 
which the locd skin friction was evaluated. The function was deterrmned over 
a Mach nu&er range from 1.8-2.7 and a Reynolds number range from 6-25 rmlllon 
based on the length of the boundary-layer run. This work 1s reported 111 Ref.7, 
which also gives a more comprehensive history of the method and of ether 
cslibratlons. Further details of the callbratlon are given xn Sectlon 6. 

3 PRELlMlNARY WZ&RIMXNTS 
n 

Some prelumary experlmentsL were made to investigate the practlcabllity 
of the technique xn free flight end difficultxs were revealed which have sxnce 
been overcome. Details cf these are given in the following sectxns. 

3.4 Response laq 

One surface-pltot tube wns flm-m cn a free-flight mcdel and It was fond. 
ths.t the varlatlon in recorded pltot pressure did not follow the expected 
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trends because of the lag in response of the system to changing pressures. 
The major effect was traced to the constrictin,, - effect of the very small blade 
height. 

Laboratory teats were made to investigate ways of reducing lags to 
acceptable levels and to measure the response of the system to a known pressure 
change so that corrections could be applied to the flight measurements if 
neoessary. As eqeoted, the blade height was the most serious cause of lag 
but'sinoe this ~as"aLready being set at the maximum permissible value (see 
Section 6.3) nc reduction in lag could be obtained from changing it. However, 
reducing the volume of air that has to pass through the tube also reduced the 
lag and a great improvement in response was obtained by reducing the volume of 
air in the transducer chamber. All the transducers subsequently used with the 
pitct tubes were thus modified end care was taken when installing them in the 
model to keep the length of pipe between transducer and tube as short as possible; 
the average length was about one and a hdf inches. 

After installation of the surface-pitot tubes and associated instrumenta- 
tion in the present mcrlel, the response to an applied step-change in pressure 
was measured for each station and the time constant from the exponential 
response curve evaluated. The presence of dirt and dust in the aperture of 
the tube was found to cause a&liticnal lag, but when cleared, consistent 
response times were obtained. The tubes were thereafter kept covered and 
sealed from dust until a few minutes before the model was fired. The measured 
time constants were about 0.05 seconds. This is the time taken for the instru- 
ment to reach 63$ of the steady reading following a step change in applied 
pressure. The change in liaoh number of the model during such a time interval 
is about 0.005 which can certainly be considered as small. The implications 
of this amount of lag are discussed in Section 6.2. 

NC measurable lag was found in the response of a static pressure trans- 
duoer . 

3.2 Measurements of static pressure 

The second difficulty revealed by a preliminary flight test2 was the 
measurement of static pressure. The static tappings were located 0.1” 
upstream of the-pitct hole. This was equivalent to 30 blade heights and, on 
the basis of wind-tunnel results, should have been sufficiently far forward 
to avoid interference effects from the pitot entry while still being close 

.encugh for the measured static pressure to be assumed equal to that at the 
pitct tube. In any event the distance appears to have been too small as all 
the static pressure measurements were higher than theory predicted. The 
solution to this problem is discussed in Section 4.2 where the location of 
the static holes on the present model is given. 

4 D&'SCRIPT10N OF THE EIODEL 

4.1 Geometry 

The model chosen for these experiments was one of a series being flown 
to investigate the aerotinamic characteristics of narrow delta wings in free 
flight. The ccnfi&wation is shown in Fig.1 alvl detsils are given in Table 2. 
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It was basically a narrow delta planform of diamond cross-section modified 
at the aft end to give streamwise tips. Tile matimum thickness chord ratio 
was 0.065. The surface-pitot tubes were located on the unmodified part of the 
wing so for the purposes of this work at can be considered as a true delta 
plsnfonn of diamond cross section. The leadAne edges were sharp and no 
roughness bands for fixing boundary-layer transition were applied. 

4.2 Arrangement of measuring stations 

The choice of positions for the tubes was influenced by the space 
available in the model since the transducers had to be positioned as close 
as possible to the tube. '?he arrangement finally chosen is shown in Fig.1 
and the co-ordinates are Liven in Table 1. All were on the underside of 
the wing to avoid disturbances produced by imperfectly fitting hatches and 
interference effects from the fin. Since the model was symmetrical and 
designed to fly at zero lift the choice of the underside is of no aerodynsmio 
significance. The photographs of the model and the measuring stationsiin 
Fig.2 show the arrancement clearly. It was hoped that this array would shorn 
up any chordwise or spanwise variations in skin friction if present. The 
repeat stations on the starboard wing (stations 1 C: 6) were intended to, 
reveal, by comparison, any effects of yaw or asynnnetries and provide a measure 
of the overall consistency of measurement. 

The static-pressure tapping s were located to avoid the interference 
effects from the patot tubes whxh had been met in the preliminary experiments, 
exce$ for stations 1 P 6 where the holes mere again l/IO" upstream to check 
on the interference supposition. (Fig.1 and Table 1.) The remaining,static 
holes were &aced on the same spanwise lines as the pitot tubes spaced >ougiity 
at the mid-points between the tubes for both row I; stations 2,3 and 4 and 
row 2, stations 7,6,9 and IO. It was ho:>ed by doing this to establish the 
spanvrrse static pressure distribution slang the rows so that the static 
pressure at the tubes could be deduced by interpolation. Station 5, which is 
not a member of a row, was treated differently; its static hole was located 
$'I upstream of its pitot tube, the distance being chosen rather arbitrarily to i 
give an interference-free location. In practice the 2 gap was sufficient 
to avoid interference but may of cow33 be rather larger than is necessary. 

4.3 Construction of the surface-pitot tubes 

Si&3 shows the construction of a surface-pitot tube. TheLtube is formed 
from a pressure tapping, identical to those used for static pressure measure- 
ment, rmth a wedge-shaped blade over it, the ed&e of the wed~~b&.ng vertically 
over the'leading edgeof ~le.hole;-‘-ihe-wedgea~ere"'m3de frU!lf%Xall portions of 
an ordinary safety-razor blade, 0.004" in thickness. These mere attached to 
the akin of the model with a cold-setting epoxy resin adhesive used in sufficient 
quantity to bring the eke of the blade up to the desired height. 

4.4 Telemetry 

The static pressure tapping3 were each connected to separate +2$ p.s.i. 
transducers and the surface-pitot tubes to O-15 p.3.i. transducers, the 
reference aide of the instruments being connected to a common pressure chamber 
which ma sealed immediately prior to the flight at ground-level ambient Lir 
pressure. 'Three linear accelerometers were carried monitoring lateral, normal 
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and longitudinal accelerations at the centre of gravity. These were used to 
obtain a measure of the angles of incidence and yaw of the model and for 
checking the velocity history. The roadin& of all 23 instruments - 10 pitot- 
tube pressures, IO static pressures and 3 accelerations - were telemetered 
during flight by means of an R.A.E. 465 iic/s multi-channel telemetry set. 

The model also carried a Doppler transponder used to obtain velocity and 
trajectory data. 

5 FLIQW DITAILS .-----A-- 

The model was mounted in pick-a-back fashion (Fig.2b) on a solid 
propellant rocket motor which boosted it to a maximum hach number of just 
under 2.3 in a little over 3 seconds. The model then separated from the boost 
motor and continued in coasting flight w,hile the measurements were made. 
Trajectory and velocity measurements were oblained from I;lne-theodolites and 
radio-Doppler data. The velocity, Mach number and dynsmio-pressure time 
histories are shown in Fig.4 together with a plot of the trajectory. The 
Reynolds number per foot is plotted. against iiaoh number in Fig.5 and based on 
the centre-line chord co = 6.667 ft covers a range from 50-ICO million. 

The distance between the pitot-tubes and the leading edge in the stream 
direction are given in Table 1 and hence the local Reynolds numbers can be 
evaluated; most of t:lem lie in the range IO-30 millions. 

Wing flutter occurred during the flight between :I = 2.3 and 1.8. It was 
possible to determine the modes of motion from the .accelerometer records since 
this phenomenon has been investigated on similar models. The principal mode 

present was a high frequency (4.00 c/s) movement of the wing tips and although 
it affected the instruments to some extent, satisfaotory pressure readings 

could still be obtained. When the flutter died out at ?!I = 1.8 no unusual 
changes in pressure occurred; it is therefore reasonable to assume that the 
tip movements did not appreciably affect the flow over the surface as far for- 
ward as the pitot tubes and static pressure holes. 

6 ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The calibration equation which was derived from the wind-tunnel measure- 
ments reported in Ref.7 is 

log1 0 
4 

= 0.764 loglo 
PV h2 Al’ _ o (334 

tit 

. 

the terms being defined in Section 2. 

The constants in this equation were determined by fitting a best straight 
line using a least-squares method to the data acquired from a large number of 
measurements in the tunnel covering a Mach number range from 1.8-2.7 at Reynolds 
numbers from 6-25 million and blade heights of O.cO14" to 0.010". This cali- 
bration clearly is satisfactory at the higher Erach numbers for the Rynolds 
numbers and blade heights; (0.0035") on the present model, (apart from those 
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farthest from the leading edge e.g. station 7) but is not altogether satis- 
factory at the lower liach numbers, 1.2-1.6. 

In the following paragraphs the derivation of the various terms in the 
equation is outlined. 

6.1 Statio pressures 

The static pressures measured at station3 1 and 6 (holes l/IO" upstream 
of the pitot) and at station 5 (hole &” upstream of the pitot) were assuned 
to be occurring at the surface-pltot tube. Apart from possible interference 
between the pitot tube and the static hole this assumption is fully justified 
on 3 model of this soale. 

The remaining statlons were arranged In two spanwIse rows and the results 
were plotted out 33 a snanwise pressure distribution; the values appropriate 
to the pit&-tube position were obtained by interpolation. This is illus- 
trated in FQ.7 for both rows for a number of Liach numbers. The distributions 
for row 1 apljear satisfnctory but those for row 2 were not reliable since the 
values at station 10 are consistently very low and have had to be disregarded. 
The distributions drawn in for row 2, ignored the results from atatlon 10 and 
were therefore based to some extent on the evidence of row 1 and theory. The 
interpoleted static pressures for each station are shown In Fig.8 and the 
results are d23cussed more fully in Sectlon 7. The poor results from static 
hole 10 were probably clue to a faulty transducer. 

6.2 Pressure difference Ap 

Th13 is the difference between the pressure obtained from the surface-pitot 
tubes and the interpolated or measured static pressure derived as above. An 
assessment was made of the correction to the pltot ;.ressure for lag in the pipe 
and transducer, using the previously determined. response time. 'This was done, 
for the instrument which had shown the greatest lag, by assuming that at the 
lowest ;;ach number, where the pressure is changing most slowly, the measured 
pressure was equal to 'Ale true pressure. Then, by a step-by-step process, 
the true pressure was determined at each instant of time up to the time of the 
hlghest IIach number. The hfference between true and measured pressure never 
exceeded 2;; for the majolzty of the tubes it would probably be less than I$ 
and therefore no connections have been applied. 

6.3 Blade hei,?ht h 

The blaze heights which could be uned were determined by the conbtions 
appropriate to the calibration equation. This was for blade heights between 
1 and 6 times the lamlnar sub-layer thickness or about l/IO of the boundary- 
layer thickneso. In the present experiment it was necessary to work to the 
upper limit to obtain a large enou&h oressure ddference to be measured with 
accuracy, to keep logs to a mimnum and to ease the manufacturing and measuring 
problems. There is great difficulty in mounting a blade accurately to the 
required height and the actual heiGhta vary slightly from blade to blade. 
The sp?oifled hei#lt visa 0.0035" an6 e.llbut one were within ?0.0003". The 
values are given in Table 1, I!eiGht measurenents were made \ath a depth 
microscope and did gauge, several readin& by more than one operator being 
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taken and a mean value computed. lieasurements were also taken at scveral 
stations across the spnn of the blade to check on whether an;y unevenness or 
slope was present. A second measuring technique nas also tried. This was 
by traversing the blade edges with a "Talysurf" surface rou;;hness measuring 
machine: the diameter of the stylus tip of this device prevented a really 
accurate measurement being made, -but the results were all Idthin 0.0002" Of 
the depth microscope results. The overall ncouraoy of the final height messure- 
merits, judged from repeatability is thought to be about 0.0002" or about a,*. 

6.4 Viscosity, u,r 

The viscosity of the air at the wall is required, and since this varies 
with temperature, some knowledge of surface temperature is needed. The 
surface of the model was made of $" thick resin-impregnated glass-fibre which 
is an excellent heat insulator, this makes direct measurement of surface 
temxrature extremely difficult since a tem;,erature sensing device In the 
surface produces a discontinuity in thermal properties and consequently 
unrepresentative heating rates. Calculating the surface temperature from 
extrapolation of a measurement some distance under the surface is again diffi- 
cult because of the very high temI~cratu.re Cratients that occur. These 
problems led to a check on the errors in the final answer that ~,ould. result from 
errors in the value of surface temyorature. A convenient way of expressing 
the surface temperature is by means of the expression T,i - To/TR - To, where 

suffix ii refers to wall conditions, suffix 0 to free-stream conditions ana 
suffix B to recovery 0ondLtions. This expression has a value of zero for 
fu.ll heat transfer and umty for sero heat transfer. Since the wall material 
is a good thermal insulator the heat-transfer conditJons are expected to be 
near zero (T,( - To/TR - To 7 1) for the majority of the flight and some 

measure of the effect of an error In temperature measurement may bo obtained 
from the fact that an error in T,/ - To,$ - To of 0.1 Traduced an error in the 

skin-friction results equivalent to an error of only Tz in the pitot an3 static 
pressure measurements. The expected surface tomseratures were computed by a 
high-weed electronic oomnuter (jiercury) using Eckerts "intermediate-enthalpy" 
method8 for flat-plate conditions together rvlth the actual traJect0x-y data 
measured from the flight of the model and taking into account heat conduction 
and. heat capacity properties of the wall mnterlal. It is difficult to assess 
the accuracy of this ostimntc but available expcnmental ovidence on the 
validity of Cckerts lntcrmedaate-enthalpy method suG:ests that the error in the 
heat-transfer parameter should never exceed 0.1. 

The viscosity of the air under wall conditions was then evaluated from 
Suthorland'a formula using: the estimated tcmperatllres. Fig.6 shows the 
estimated surface tem:,erature parameter plotted against flight time with IInch 
number marked on the curve. The value rises above 1 at Haoh numbers below 
1.5 because the surface temperature is higher than the boundary-layer recovery 
temperature. 

6.5 Density, p,,, 

The density nas evaluated from the local free-stream density corrected to 
wall conditions by means of the measured static pressures' and the surface 
temperatures estimated as in Section 6.4 above. 

~heopret~cnl sc.?tic ~~~SSUTPS were used nere nheu the ~ne~~wcd vsiuos IIWC consldcred u~~ll8ble 2.~ 
dscrlbed In ScOtloll 7. 
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6.6 Skn-friction evaluation 

All the necessary information for evaluating the shearing stress at the 
wdl, %, IS therefore avsAable; the skin friction is then given by 

Cf = 
T  

;:?, v 2 
0 

where p, and V. are the free-stream donslty and velooity. 

The sl5n-friction coeffxclent, Cf was computed from the calibration 

equation for all ten statlons for tile Mach number range 1.2-2.2. These 
results are shown in Fig.9, together wth three theoretical estimates for 
three different heat-transfer conditions. The estimates wore derived by 
the Prandtl-Schlichtlng methods,assuan.ng a turbulent boundary layor 
originating at the leabng-edge she-d of the station in the free-stream direc- 
tion. The most probable estimate of the friction is shown by a heavy line 
and corresponds to tlat for the heat transfer condmtlons calculated in 
Sectxon A.4 and shown in Pis.6. 

The most probable value lies for the mos-t part close to the zero heat 
transfer (T,, - To/TR - To = 1) for the reasons already described. The two 

lightly drawn curves for full and zero heat transfer are not intended to 
indicate an uncertainty band on the estimate but are ga.ven to provide an 
indication of the errors that can arise 1.f the heat-transfer conditions are 
not lcnown. 

A'olnts are also plotted on Fig.9 derived from the measured pitot 
pressure and a theoretical estimate of statx pressure. This is dIscussed 
fully in Sectlon 7. 

The records of the normal and ion,-itudinal accelerations were analysed 
and the angles of incidence in pitch and yaw during the flight deduced, using 
previously measured values of the lift-curve slope and the side-force 
derivative. The angle of yaw was at all times less than l/IO deCrees and 
is thus negligibly small. The presence of the fin and other asymmetries 
cause the model to trrm at a small ne;ativo incidence in pitch, about -0.2' 
at !f = 2.2 increasing to -0.4' at pi = 1.2. Thus small incidence should not 
invalidate the flat plate flow assumptions and will cause increments in C of 
about -0.003. P 

The static pressures interpolated from the two spanwise distributions 
and as measured from stations I,5 and 6 are shown in Fig.8 plotted against 
liach number together mth estimates based on linearised thw-wing theoryv,lC. 
The results from stations 1 and 6 with their static holes l/IO" upstream of the 
pitot tube clearly give too hxgh a nressure conf'xming the suspicions from the 
first model2 that the pressure rise at the pitot tube was giving a high pressure 
region at the static hole, Statlon 5, whose static hole was $I' upstream, does 
not show this effect; its l?ressurc readings agree very well. with the theoretical 
values. 
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The pressures intornolated from the two spunwise distributions, for 
stations 2,j and 4 and 7,C,7 and IO, shown in FigsO, agree reasonably well with 
theory at the higher liach numbers where the accuracy of measurement is higher. 
But at the lower l&h number they tend to diverge from the theoretical curves. 
The discrepancies here are thought to have come from experimental inaccuracies, 
rather than from any inadequacy of the theoretical method; because very good 
agreement between results from this theory and ex:Jerimental results has been 
obtained on a similar wang in the Bedford 8 f't tunnel over the Flach number 
ron;e Ii = 1.4 to 2.2. 

The interpolation method for determining the experimental pressures at the 
tubes for row 1 appears satisfactory when good readings were obtained from all 
the instruments; but it is not so good for row 2 where an unreliable value for 
station 10 was obtained. In general, having the static hole some distance 
upstream of the pitot tube (e.g. station 5) seems to be the most satisfactory 
solution for a body of very small curvature; it has been shown to give reliable 
results and a faulty instrument affects only the one measuring station rather 
than several as in the spanwise distribution method. 

The skin-friction coefficients evaluated from the measured patot pressures 
and both measured and theoretical static pressures are shown for each station in 
Pig.9, together with the estimated values. The agreement between the estimated 
values and measured values is good from a ilacll number of 2.2 down to 1.5 but 
for most stations the measured coefficients then drop below the"most probable" 
estimate curve. 

The discrepancy between results computed from measured static pressures 
and those from theoretical static nressurcs 1s not large, except at the lower 
biaoh numbers and for stations I and 6 which suffered from lnterferenoe. 

The measured values ngree more closely with the estimate for eero heat- 
transfer than the "most probable" value, but these two estimates are only 
s,gnifioantly different at the highest llach number and even there the differenoc 
is only some 8;,, which is within the overall accuracy of the experimental results 
(see Section 7.1). 

Stations 6 and 9 at identisl positions but on opposite winss both gave a 
slightly higher skin friction than expected; there is not!ling that suggests 
they are faulty in any way and the agreement between the two clearly.goints to 
some real effect that is being measured. 

The agreement betweem tills pair, stations 6 and 9 and the similar pair, 
stations 1 and. 3 show there is little or no asymmetry in the flow, as one might 
exl'ect from the Vera,- small measured yaw aqles (< O.l"). The differences 
be'ween them are about 5' at high ;;ach numbers increasing to IO or more at 
II= 1.2. This can be taken as a likely measure of the repeatability of the 
method. 

Low values of skin friction were obtained at Pi = 1.2-I .3 on the majority of 
measuring stations. The accuracy of measurement at this end of the speed 
range 1s expected to be poor but the behaviour of the various stations is too 
consistent to be explained by random errors. 
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The most likely o8usc of the low values is the calibration equation not 
being valid at N : 1.2-1.5 since it was estnblishcd only over the rang8 II=l.O- 
2.7. 

I;hile tne calibration equation was found to be independent of !iach 
number between 11 = 1.0 and 2.7, 8 different calibration has been obtained by 
Jradshaw and Gre&orylIfor subsonic flow. It is unlikely that the codltions 
In the boundar.y layer chance abruptly ns the free stream becomes sonic, in 
which cnbe one mcht expect the calibration equation to tend toward8 the 
subsonic value for low supersonic i>aoh numbers of the free stream. Using the 
subsonic calibration for the present results at M : 1.2 brings the measured 
skin friction much closer to the ostinated value. Clearly the need zn8e8 
for a calibration to be made to link up betneen the subsonic one70f Bradshaw 
and Gregory" and the supcrson-ic one of Smith, Gwdet and ‘:'inter . 

A further possible, but less likely oau8e of the low readings at II = 1.2 
is that the tubes are recordin a transjtional flow in which the boundary- 
layer is not fully turbulent. Laminar flow regions are likely close to the 
lending edge since de Re;;nol;nolr Is number per foot is about 8 millions at these 
speeds, and transitiond floi~, between lamlnar olld turbulent, ha8 been observed 
and measured by surface-nltot tubes in Xef.7. However nearly all the 
me8sting stations e;chib;.ted the low values of skin friction despite a wide 
varlntlon in their local I?e.ynolds numbers; whzch does not appear consistent 
with the trcmsltlon assumpllon. 

Apart from the measurements at low iiach numbers the remerrning results 
from i.l = 2.? to I.4 are most reasonable, This can clearly be 8een in Plg.10 
where the measured and estimated spanwise variations of skin friction 
(for rows 1 end 2) are compared. The expected increase in CF tow&s the 
leadm, edGe is apparent f'or the experimental data and the general levels are 
in hood agreement. The measured values are those evaluated with theoretical 
ststlc pressures. 

The results a8 a whole suggest that it 18 practicable to measure locsl. 
okin-frlotion coefflclents in free flight but that care in location of the 
s&tic holes is requlrcd to avoid interference from the pitot tubes. Reliable 
results are obainable only within the llnits of the calibration equation. 

For Mach numbers near hl = 1.2 B further calibration is required. If 
ac our ate measurement8 are required at low su~crsonlc speeds a separate model 
covering only the required liach nuzzber ranLe would be needed 80 that appropriate 
ranCe8 of instrwents could be fitted. 

7.1 Accuracy 

The accurccy of tho method depends lar~cly on the accuracy to which the 
two pressures oan be measured, on the accurate dotelmination of blade height 
and on the applicability of the calibration eo.u!uution to the con&tions of the 
test. The pressure neasuremen;.s will be most sccurnte at the hi&h Kach 
numbers where most of t!le instrument rang8 is used on the Tltot measurements; 
the expected unoertalnty should be 3c - 4:b deteriorating to perhaps three times 
this figure at the lowest i'nch number for the present test. 
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The uncertainty in blade height stated in Section 6.3 was CO.0002" in about 
0.0035" \vhich is about 6~2. 

The surface pitot tube is sensitive to the angle of flow to the blade. 
The true reading is obta-~ncd. when the flow is normal to tlw blade and the 
pressure drops as cos'p,,;here p is the angle the flow makes to the normal. 
Thus the error is only 2& for angles up to loo. E::pected flow angles for 
the present model at zero lift in the vicinity of the measuring stations are 
less than 5". 

The overall uncertainty of the various measurements is expected to be 
about tlC% but the accuracy of mensure;l skin-frici.ion coefficients is also 
depsndent on the accurncy of the calibration equation. 

The scatter of results from which the calibration was deduced in Ref.7 
WAS less than 1% and therefore the equation accuracy - the best straight line - 
should be very much better, perhaps 2-s. This accuracy cannot of course be 
guaranteed outside the limits of !iach number and Reynolds number, where roughly 
half the free-fli;ht results lie. 

8 CONcLuSIOFs 

(1) The surlsce-pitot tube method for measuring local skin-friction can be used 
in free flight. The permissible blade heights give adequate Rrescure differences 
and the lag in the blade-transducer system can be reduced to a level such that the 
deceleration of the model does not introduce adlitional errors. 

(2) Ideally, a measure of static pressure at the place of the surface-pitot 
tube is needed but this is not possible. Two ways of overcoming this have been 
used; (a) establishing the spanwise static prossure distribution using a series 
of measurements and interpolating for the value at the tube; (b) measuring the 
static pressure a little way upstream of the Lube. The second of these methods 
is preferred since only n sin.:,le measure lent is required for each station and a 
false reading by one instrument does not nwalidste a whole row of measuring 
stations. The choice of distance uIstream has been shown to be important if 
interference is to be avoided; for the prosont model l/IO" is inadequate and 
3" satiseactory. In the present experiment the difficulty of determinin;: the 
static pressure adequately inLroduces the more serious error. 

(3) The measured values of local skin friction coofflcient on a slender delta 
wing agree with estimated flat-plate valtles to an accuracy of about ?I$ at 
Mach numbers between 1.4 end 2.2. Below M = 1.4, the measured values are low; 
the most likely explanation being the inapplicability of the calibration 
equations. The present resulis are in good agrXeernent with those from a 
preliminary model. 

(4) If the method is to be used widely, an extension of the range of validity 
of the calibration equation is needed to cover a 1%~ range of I!ach and Reynolds 
numbers. 
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TABLE 1 

Surface-pitot tube positions, blade heights and stat 
Surface-oitot tube- 

Station 
110. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

i 

in. 

35 

35 

35 

35 

41 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

/ 
Spanv2.3e 

posn. +ve 
to starboard 

in. 
-3.0 

+0.5 

+3.0 

+5.5 

+6.0 

-6.25 

to.5 

t4.0 

4.25 

t8.50 

Blade 
height 

In. 
0.0036 

0.0038 

0.0036 

0.0038 

0.0033 

0.0032 

0.0037 

0.0027 

0.0035 

0.0038 

I I 
Distance from 
L.E. In streem 

direction 
ft 

2.083 

2.777 

2.083 

1.389 

1.75 

2.597 

4.194 

3.222 

2.597 

1.972 

1c - 

t--= 

hole positlons 
c hole 
T- Spanwise 

Aft apex )ositlon 

in. 
34.9 

35 

35 

35 

40.5 

51.9 

52 

52 

52 

52 

I 

t 

in. 
-3.0 

+1.25 

t4.75 

t6.5 

+6.0 

-6.25 

+2.25 

t5.125 

t7.375 

+9.5 

I 

I 
TABLE 2 

hiode details _ 

Wing planform area 

Aspect ratio 

Planform factor, ? 

Geometric mean chord, a 

i&&mum centre-line thickness/chord 
rat10 

Gross fin area 

\/eight 

Centre of grwnty position 

Newby area distribution (zero 
camber and twist) 

12.813 sg. '2:. 

0.867 

0.57 

3.843 ft 

0.065 

1.296 sq. ft 

210 lb 

0.502 c 
0 

s(x) = 4 s(x) t x(1-x) 
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